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Theory and Misbehaviorof First-PriceAuctions: Comment
By JAMES C.

COX, VERNON

L. SMITH, AND JAMES M.

Glenn Harrison's(1989) critique of our
researchon first-priceauctions is based on
his premisethat it is "more natural"to test
hypothesesaboutbiddingbehaviorwith data
on monetary payoffs (to the experimental
subjects)ratherthan with the bid data that
we used. His reconsiderationof (a small
part of) the evidence is implementedwith
tests of the risk-neutralbiddingmodel that
use three "metrics" of forgone expected
payoffs.In Section I below, we explain that
Harrison'smetric approach to testing behavioralhypotheseswith payoffdata is based
on an implicit assumptionof unique cardinal utility. Without unique cardinal utility,
calculationswith his metricsyield results of
arbitrarymagnitude.
Although measures of forgone payoffs
cannot providemetrics for testing hypotheses derived from utility theory, they can
provide useful heuristics to aid in experimental design. However,Harrison'smetrics
do not provideuseful heuristicsfor our auction experiments,because they do not measure forgone payoffs in informativeways.
This is also explainedin Section I.
Harrison'sconcern with the motivational
implicationsof subjects'monetarypayoffsis
a valid and widely shared concern among
experimentaleconomists. A major part of
our research programhas been devoted to
exploringmotivationalquestions. However,
the critiques by Harrison(1989) and John
Kagel and Alvin Roth (1992) create the
impressionthat we have not examinedmotivational questions. In fact, our research
programhas providedand continuesto provide clear empiricalevidenceon the motivation and opportunity-costquestions that
*
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Harrisonattemptedto addresswith his metrics. This is explainedin Section II.
Kagel and Roth (1992) reformulateHarrison'scritiqueof our first-priceauction research. In doing so, they implicitly reject
both Harrison'smetricsand his premisethat
it is "morenatural"to test hypothesesabout
bidding behavior with payoff data rather
than bid data. Kagel and Roth implicitly
accept our explanationthat it is necessary
to examine bid data for evidence on the
strength or weakness of subjects' motivation, and they present some bid data that
are relevantfor testing risk-neutralbidding
theory and its generalizations. However,
Kagel and Roth make crucial errors in interpreting and applying both Harrison's
critique and our bidding theory. As a
consequence, their central conclusions are
untenable. We explain this in Section III
below.
I. Harrison'sCritique

In deriving his "opportunitycost" for
"misbehavior,"Harrison(1989 p. 751) first
reproducesthe linearpart of the Nash equilibrium bid function for the constant-relative-risk-aversionmodel (CRRAM) that is
derivedin Cox, Bruce Roberson,and Smith
(1982):

(l)

bJ =-

N-i
N - 1+

N-1+

rj;(i

- )

In equation(1), b} is agent j's theoretically
optimal bid, v; is agent j's independent
privatevalue for the auctionedobject, 1- r
is agent j's coefficient of constant relative
risk aversion,N is the numberof biddersin
the auction, and v is the lower bound on
the support of the uniformprobabilitydistributionof auctionedobjectvalues.
Harrison also reproduces the following
expected-utilityfunction from Cox, Rober-
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son, and Smith (1982):
(2 jUb)

=~ YN-(bj

_ V)N(

_-

where
N - 1+ E(r)

(3)

y=(

)T-v

and where 1 - E(r) is the mean coefficient
of constantrelativerisk aversionin the populationof biddersand T3is the upperbound
on the support of the uniform probability
distributionof auctionedobjectvalues.
Harrison(1989 p. 751) explainshis use of
equations(l)-(3) as follows: "The question
considered here, however,is how U differs
from U* as bi deviates from b>"` In other
words,Harrisonevaluatesthe expected-utility opportunity-costfunction,
(4)

L(bj)

=

U(bj)

- U(b)j*

Harrisonuses observedbids by experimental subjects and theoretical bids for riskneutral (r1= 1) and risk-averse (rj = 0.7)
agents to calculate the differences in his
metrics. Specifically,his metric 1 calculates
L(b1) using the assumptionsthat rj = 1, for
and E(r) =1. His metric 2
j =1, 2,...,N,
calculates L(b1)using the assumptionsthat
rj =1, for all j, and that E(r) = 0.7. In his
table 3, Harrisonextends his series of metrics to includethe case in which rj= 0.7, for
all j, and E(r) = 0.7.1
Harrisonreports only the median values
of these calculated figures and ignores all
other data. On the basis of these medians,
1Note that the calculation of Harrison'smetrics
places specific inconsistentrequirementson the risk
characteristicsof bidders.In metric2, where rj = 1, for
all j, and E(r) = 0.7, Harrisonhas devised a set of
conditionswhich, given his use, violate the conditions
of the Nash model. He pools bid data across all individualswithin an experimentand across experiments.
From his "metric,"it wouldfollow that all individuals
are risk-neutraland yet they believe that all competitors are risk-averse.Clearly,this is an assumptionthat
is inconsistentwith the requirementsof a Nash equilibrium.
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Harrisonconcludesthat the expected-utility
differences are small and suggests that we
were wrong in rejecting the risk-neutral
model. However, as is well known, expected-utility theory does not attach any
meaning either to comparisonsof preference differencesor to any particularcardinal measure("metric")of utility.2
First consider difference comparisons.
Expected-utilityfunctions are derived from
binaryrelationsover pairs of prospects,not
quaternaryrelations over pairs of pairs (or
differences)of prospects.Thus the numerical difference between two expected-utility
numbersdoes not measure preference difference. There do exist preference axioms
for which preference differencesare meaningful. Furthermore,one can find in the
literature a version of difference preferences that can be representedby a function
U&() that has the (expected-utility)functional form of linearityin the probabilities
(Rakesh Sarin, 1982). However, that approachwouldnot salvageHarrison'smetrics
because the "utility" function U(*) would
still only be unique up to a positive affine
transformation.Thus, if U&() represents
difference preferences, then so does a +
,BU( ), for any a and any positive p. Therefore, a difference-preferenceopportunitycost functionwould be correctlywrittenas
(5)

L(bj) =-1 [U(bj)-U(bj)]*

However, f is a positive number of arbitrarymagnitude.Hence, it is not possible to
use (5) to make any valid statement that
some L(bO)is "small." In order to make
such a statement, one needs unique cardinal utility. Furthermore, since Harrison
(1989 table 3) applieshis metricsto data for
groups of subjects,he requirescardinalutility that is interpersonallycomparable.
Harrison(1989 p. 761) goes beyondapplying his utility metrics to data from bidding

2Explanationsof these propertiesof expected-utility
theoryare widelyavailable.The most accessibleexpositions are in textbookssuch as Hal Varian(1984) and
David Kreps(1990).
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experimentsand ends his article with the
following methodological statement: "In
principle the experimentalmethod has an
advantageover other empirical techniques
if one can design controlled experiments
that inducesubjects'utilityfunctions.In this
case the experimentalistcan say just 'how
large' the discrepancies are between observed and predictedbehaviorin a natural
metricfrom the perspectiveof theory."
Actually, the advantageof experimental
methodsover other techniquesdoes not depend in any way on one's ability to induce
subjects'unique cardinalutility in the sense
of being able to say "how large" is the
utility of discrepancies between observed
and predicted behavior. Experimentalists
have not found a miraculousway to cardinalize ordinal utility uniquely,and-except
for Harrison-have made no such claim.
The substanceof Harrison'sargumentis
that one cannot reject the hypothesis of
risk-neutralbiddingbehaviorin the experiments he analyzeswhen one uses his metrics to measure the importanceof expected
forgone payoffs. Harrison'sbehavioral hypothesis test does requirea unique cardinal
utility interpretationfor the following reasons: (a) payoffs (and forgone payoffs) are
worth consideringonly if the subjects care
about them; and (b) Harrison'stest involves
specific assumptionsabout how much the
subjects care about forgone payoffs of any
given size. Harrison'sformulafor a behavioral hypothesis test embodies the specific
cardinalutilityfunction(or "metric")that is
tested with the payoffdata.
Althoughmeasuresof forgonepayoffsare
not useful for testingbehavioralhypotheses,
they can provide useful heuristicsto aid in
experimentaldesign.3 However, Harrison's
3Harrison'scritiquemay suggestto the readerthat
the salient monetarypayoffsin our experimentswere
insignificant.However,examinationof our data-reveals
the following.Define PRN as the profitsfrom theoretical risk-neutralbidding.Define PA as the actual subjects' profits in an experiment.Then CA = PRN - PA
measuresthe actual forgone payofffrom higher than
risk-neutralbidding.What are the CA values in our
experiments?The series-4 experimentsin Cox et al.
(1988)have averagevalues of PRN = $48.42 and PA=
$22.48.Thus, if these subjectswere actuallyrisk-neu-

metric calculations are not useful for this
purpose because he only reports median
values and ignores the rest of the data.
Median forgone payoffsare associatedwith
median bids; but median bids have very
small (Nash equilibrium)ex ante calculated
probabilitiesof winningin a first-priceauction in which only the highest bid can win.
These low probabilitiesare the reason why
Harrison's metric calculations yield such
"small" numbers. Indeed, as noted by
Daniel Friedman (1992 p. 1375): "... . Harri-

son's reasoning would lead to the conclusion that subjectmisbehavioris 'statistically
negligible'even when four or more subjects
all bid randomly between own valuation
and zero. ...The underlying problem is that

Harrison's statistical procedures can hide
many large losses under more numerous
small losses." Friedmanproceeds to introduce a measure of forgone payoffs that,
unlike Harrison's,may be a useful heuristic
to aid in experimentaldesign.
The hypothesistests that originallyled us
to reject the risk-neutralmodel do not use
median bids. Instead, the tests in Cox,
Roberson, and Smith (1982) use market
prices, that is, only the highest bids. Thus,
we found that winning bids were significantly greater than those predicted by the
risk-neutralmodel. We also found significant differences across winning bidders in
their bid:value ratios. These results are inconsistentwith both the risk-neutralmodel
and the models in which bidders are assumed to all have the same risk-aversepreferences. This led us to construct the first
heterogeneous-bidders model, CRRAM,
before analyzingindividualbiddingdata.
II. Our Investigationsof SubjectMotivation
Our critique (and those of Friedman

[1992]and Kagel and Roth [1992])of Harri-

tral then the payoffloss (CA)from nonoptimalbidding
in the series-4 experimentswould on averageexceed
$25 per experiment. The five-bidder, 20-period
enhanced-payoffexperimentin Cox et al. (1988) has
PRN

= $119.28 and

PA

= $42.30; that is, CA = $76.98.
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son (1989) should not be construedto imply
that experimental economists can ignore
questionsabout subjectpayoffsin designing
their experiments. In fact, experimental
economists and experimentalpsychologists
have, for decades, been concernedwith the
relationbetween monetarypayoffsand subject motivation.SidneySiegel and Lawrence
Fouraker(1960) examined the effect of increasingthe differencesin payoffsbetween
the predicted(Pareto-optimal)quantityoutcome and two adjacent discrete quantity
outcomes in bargainingexperiments.Their
results showed a substantialdecrease in the
variance of outcomes with increased forgone payoff,but the predictionsof the theory were supportedunder both payoff conditions. Other studies such as Siegel (1961),
Fourakerand Siegel (1963), MorrisFiorina
and Charles Plott (1978), David Grether
and Plott (1979), Grether(1980, 1981), Cox
et al. (1983a,b, 1984, 1985b, 1988), and
Detlof von Winterfeldtand Ward Edwards
(1986), have examinedthe effects of changing payoffdifferenceson subjects'behavior.
A large part of our researchprogramon
auctions has been devoted to exploring
questionsof subjectmotivation.This part of
our research program has been extensive,
partlybecause the nonuniquemeasurement
propertiesof preferencetheoryrequirethat
we examine decisions in message (or bid)
space for evidence on the strengthor weakness of motivation.We have used two approachesto studythe relationbetween subjects' behavior and monetarypayoffs. One
of these involvesthe introductionof monetary payofftransformationsas experimental
treatmentsand observationsof whether behavior changes as a result. The, other approach consists of the development and
testing of new bidding models in response
to various anomalies arising in tests of
CRRAM. Some of these models incorporate such thingsas income thresholds,utility
(of the event) of winning the auction, and
other nonstandard motivational assumptions. It cannot be overemphasizedthat,
if forgone payoffmakes a differencein subject decisions (and we believe that it can
and does), this necessarily implies that
decision-makers are motivated by other

things besides monetary rewards.This follows because standardtheory predicts that
decision-makerswill choose so as to maximize their gain howeverflat is the payoff hill.

Consequently,as has been emphasized repeatedly in the past (Siegel, 1961; Smith,
1976, 1982), other things in the utilityfunction are keys not only to understandingmotivationfrom the perspectiveof the subject,
but also to obtaininga theoreticaltreatment
of the intuitionthat forgone payoffmatters.
By ignoringthe long experimentalhistoryof
these considerations,Harrison'sempirically
justifiedconcernwith payoffmotivationfails
to provideany new insights.
A. Experimentswith Payoff
Transformations

Our research program on auctions has
examined the effects of payoff transformations as experimentaltreatments.We used
such transformationsto obtain empiricalevidence on subject motivation and in constructingalternativetests of CRRAM. We
have used multiplicative transformations,
power-function transformations, and
stochastic (or lottery payoff) transformations. Our experimentswith multiplicative
transformationslong ago providedtheoretically meaningful evidence on the motivational questionsthat Harrisonattemptedto
analyzewith his metrics.The nature of this
evidence can be understood from the following.
As in Section I above, let v; be the induced (monetary) value of the auctioned
object for agent j. Let bj be the (monetary
amountof agent j's bid. If b1 is the winning
bid, then agent j receives the monetary
payoff, vj - bj. With CRRAM as the main-

tained hypothesis,the utility to agent j of
bidding bj can be represented by the
expected-utility function in equation (2)
above. Now rewriteequation(2) as
(6)

U(bj) = a
+ fYN

l(bj-

V)N

l(v

-b

)rj

for arbitrarya and any positive f. State-
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ment (6) drops the normalization(a, f) =
(0,1), which is containedin statement(2), to
make it clear that the results in the following discussionare invariantto positiveaffine
transformationsof utilityfunctions.
Experimentswith multiplicativetransformationsof payoffsare conductedas follows.
Instead of paying a winning bidder vj - bj
dollars, we pay him or her A(vj - bj) dollars.
We then vary A and observe whether the
subjects' bidding behavior changes. With
CRRAM as the maintainedhypothesis,it is
easy to understandthe questions that are
addressedwith this payofftreatment.
treatment,
With the multiplicative-payoff
expected-utilityfunction (6) can be rewritten as4
(7)

UA(bj)= a
+ f,yN-l(bj

- V)N-1[A(Vj-bj)]

Statements(6) and (7) imply
(8)

UA(bj)= AriU(bj).

Now assume that we are modeling difference preferences [replace U(*) with U()]
as in Sarin (1982). Then, preference interpretationsare defined for
(9)

UA'(bj)= AriUC(bj)

and
(10)

OA(bj)-UCA(bj)
Ari[U(bj* )C-(bj)].

4The term yN- l(bj - V)N-1 is the probabilitythat
agent j's bid is the winningbid if all of his or her rivals
bid accordingto the CRRAMequilibriumbid function
in statement(1). Statement(8) implies that agent j's
optimalbid in the presenceof the multiplicativepayoff
transformationis given by statement (1) if G(b) =
yN-l(bj - V)N-1. Therefore,bid function(1) has the
Nash equilibriumbest-replypropertyfor all positive
values of A. An alternative(longerbut more rigorous)
derivationof this result would follow the logic of the
derivationin Cox, Smith,and Walker(1982).
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Note that the multiplicativepayoff treatment has three related effects. IncreasingA
providesa scale increase in subjects'monetary payoffs. Statement (9) shows that
increasing A increases the curvature of
expected "utility" functions and thus addresses the "flat-maximum"property discussed by Harrison (1989). Alternatively,
statement(10) shows that increasingA provides a scale increase in the forgone expected "utility"from any given bid deviation, b7 - b1.Finally note that statement (8)

indicatesthat CRRAMpredictsthat varying
A will have no effect on bids (if bj*equates
the first derivativeto zero for any A> 0, it
does so for all A> 0). In fact, one can show
that power-function(or log-linear)utility is
necessary for this invariance; hence, the
treatmentdismultiplicative-transformation
criminates between CRRAM and other
models.
We reportedexperimentsin which A was
increased from 1 to 3 in Cox, Smith, and
Walker (hereafter CSW) (1983a,b, 1984,
1985b, 1988). Experiments in which A is
increased from zero to as high as 20 are
reported in Smith and Walker (1992b). All
of these experimentsproducedauctionmarket prices and individualsubjects'bids that
are significantlygreater than risk-neutral
ones. The earlier (A = 1,3) experimentsrevealed no significant effect on bids from
changing A. The later experiments with
highervalues of A revealedinsignificanteffects on bids, in the direction of further
movement above risk-neutralbids (Smith
and Walker,1992b).
Thus our research program had previously provided an empiricalanswer to the
(empirical) question that Harrison attempted to addresswith his metric calculations. The answerwas that low opportunity
curvacost, or low expected-utility-function
ture ("flat maxima"),did not explain the
consistent tendency of subjects to bid in
excess of risk-neutralbids.
If low opportunity cost cannot explain
higher-than-risk-neutralbids, then what
can? Bidder risk aversion is one explanation, since Nash equilibriumbiddingtheory
predicts that a risk-aversebidder will bid
more than a risk-neutralbidder in a firstprice buyers'auction.
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When we began our researchprogramon
auctions, the only available Nash-equilibriumalternativeto the risk-neutralmodel
was the identical-bidders concave (riskaverse or risk-neutral)model developed by
CharlesHolt (1980),John Riley and William
Samuelson (1981), and Milton Harris and
Artur Raviv (1981). Early in our research
program,however,we found significantdifferences among the bid-value relationships
for individualbidders,a result that is inconsistent with the identical-biddersconcave
model. As a response to these falsifying
observations, we developed a heterogeneous-biddersmodel, CRRAM, as an alternative generalization of the risk-neutral
model (CSW,1982).We subsequentlydeveloped the log-concavemodel as a generalization of the risk-neutralmodel, the identicalbiddersconcavemodel, and CRRAM(CSW,
1988).
Although CRRAM does a surprisingly
good job (for a parametricmodel) in organizing the data from first-price auctions,
there are several tests that are inconsistent
with it (CSW, 1984, 1985b, 1988).5Most of
these CRRAM-inconsistent observations
are consistent with the log-concavemodel;
but some of these observationsappearto be
related to questionsabout subjects'motivation and preferences. As a response, we
developed and tested bidding models
specifically designed to study these questions.
B. Bidding Models with Nonstandard
Motivation and PreferenceHypotheses

We have introducedbidding models that
incorporatesystematicviolations of Bayes'
rule (CSW, 1983b),nonlinearsubjectiveexpected values (CSW, 1985b), utility of the
(event of) winningthe auction(CSW,1983b,
1988), and income-thresholdutility (CSW,
1988).In each case, developmentof the new
model was a response to observations of
biddingbehaviorby some subjectsthat could

5Some further anomalies result when CRRAM is
extended to multiunitdiscriminativeauctions (CSW,
1984, 1985a).
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not be rationalizedby biddingmodels based
on standard hypotheses. Each model has
testable implications,and we designedmany
experiments to test them. The interested
reader is directed to our cited papers for a
complete development.We will here review
one of our models that was developed
specifically for investigating the motivational implicationsof subjects'payoffs.
We explained above that we developed
the CRRAM and log-concave models in
order to provide equilibriumbidding models that are consistent with the robust
tendency of subjects' bids to (a) exceed
risk-neutraltheoreticalbids and (b) exhibit
heterogeneous (across subjects) bid/value
relationships. CRRAM attributes higher
than risk-neutralbids to risk aversion. In
contrast,the general M-parameterlog-concave model can attribute such bids to risk
aversionor any other bidder characteristics
that are consistent with log-concavityand
M-parameterrepresentability.Early in our
researchprogram,we also developed alternative (to CRRAM) specific models that
attributehigh bids to utilityof (the event of)
winningthe auctionratherthan to riskaversion. One such model was introduced in
Cox, Roberson,and Smith(1982)and tested
in CSW (1983b).
One of the models that we developed in
CSW (1988) was the parametricmodel that
we dubbedCRRAM*. It is a testablemodel
that (a) providesan alternative(to risk aversion) explanationof higherthan risk-neutral
bidding and (b) is consistent with the
"throwawaybid" phenomenon. CRRAM*
attributes higher than risk-neutralbids to
risk aversionor utility of the event of winning the auction (as distinct from utility of
the monetary payoff from winning). This
model attributes"throwawaybids" to subject preferencesthat exhibitincome thresholds.
What are "throwawaybids"? Some subjects in first-priceauctionexperiments,upon
drawinga low value from a discreteuniform
distribution,enter a bid at (or near) zero, or
less frequentlybid at, near, or even (intentionally) above value. Our interpretation
from the beginning has been that at low
values (below 20 percentof maximumvalue,
or $2 on a scale of $10) this minority of
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subjectssimplydo not take the auctionseriously. They are unlikelyto win or lose much
in any case, so they may bid lower or higher
relative to value than when they receive
values above this cut-off point. We present
examples of such behavior in CSW (1988).
Of course, low values will occur, but standard models predict that subjects will bid
the same, relative to value, right down to
values near zero. Although a large majority
of subjectsin fact do this, a minoritydo not.
In these cases it is obvious that the theory
must be generalized to account for the
broaderrangeof observeddemandbehavior
than can be predicted from standardmodels. Accordingly, we hypothesized (CSW,
1988pp. 90-4) that, for some subjects,there
were two special utility effects: (a) a utility
of winning,parameterizedby wj2 0, which
is distinct from the utility of monetarypayoff; and (b) a thresholdincome, parameterized by tj2 0, below which a utility loss
occurs. In CRRAM*, utility can be written
in the CRRA form:
(11)

uj(vj -bj +wj- tj)
_v

-

b.j + w - wj tj

0

Hence, if wj- tj > 0, the bid functionhas a
positive intercept, and if wI - t < 0, the bid
function predicts zero bids for values less
than the threshold,t - w .
A procedure,such as tie one articulated
above, is an appropriateway to proceed
when subjects reveal via their message
choices that their motivationdivergesfrom
that postulated by the original model. The
new bid-predictionequation(12) is testable.
We have designed experimentsin which we
add a lump-sumreward,wj, for winningto
the cash reward, vj - bj, or alternatively
deduct a lump-sumfee, tj, from the reward,
v;- bj,when i wins the auction.We do this
in an environmentin which we control for
the parameters(wi, ti), for i # j, by using
robot (simulated) bidders, as explained in
Walkeret al. (1987).The robotsuse the bid
function bi = J3ivi. In some experiments pi

is the slope of the risk-neutralbid function,
(N - 1)/N, whereas in other experiments
T3iis randomlydrawn from the sample of
estimates, 6i, for all previous human subjects. In CSW (1988), we report tests of the
predictive consequences of CRRAM*,
namely, that when wj >0 and tj= 0, the
intercept of the observed bid function will
increase relative to the baseline, and when
wJ =

for vj-bj+wj-tj20.
(vj -bj + wj -tj)i
for v,

-

bi.+ wj-

tj ? 0.

The derivationof a Nash equilibriumbid
function would require agents to form expectationson the new parameters(wi, ti) in
addition to ri for all of their rivals. The
resulting model is not tractable(except by
numerical methods). However, if agent j
believes that all i # j will bid bi = fBivi,
where 1/I3i has the cumulative density
function 1D(1/13)on (1, N/[N - 1]),then the
optimalbid rule for j is
for v + w -tj <0

O

(12)

bj

N l
for v + w-

tj2 0.

DECEMBER 1992

0 and tj > 0, the intercept of the ob-

served bid function will fall relative to the
baseline.Overall,we find that 35 of 45 cases
conformto the predictionsof CRRAM*.
Our development and testing of
CRRAM* provides an example of how
message-space observations that suggest
subject characteristicsthat are not in standard theory can be studied in an internally
consistentresearchprogram.This approach
is in sharp contrast to that followed by
Harrison.In implementingwhat he believes
are the implicationsof his 1989 paper, Harrison has adopted the practice of testing
theories by applying informal notions of
"perceptive thresholds" to calculations of
expected incomes. Consider, for example,
the search experimentsreported in Harrison and Peter Morgan (1990). They begin
with predictions of several search models
that do not include income thresholds.Experiments are then carried out to test the
predictionsof these standardmodels. How-
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ever, in analyzingthe data the predictions
of informal threshold models are substituted for the predictionsof the formalmodels. Harrisonand Morgan(1990 p. 483) explain their procedure as follows: "We now
considerhow close the subjectscame to the
theoretically optimal search strategy for
each problem. ...To give a meaningful re-

sponse, we pose this question:how poor do
our subjects'perceptualabilitiesneed to be
in order to reconcilethe observedand theoretically predicted behaviours?"The problems with this informalapproachto theory
modificationare apparent.The predictions
of the formalsearchmodels are, in fact, not
tested. The informal modificationsof the
models that are tested are based on an
implicit assumptionthat income or perceptual thresholdsproduce additivedifferences
in the predictions of search models. However, search models with thresholds have
not been developed, and there is no reason
to believe that their predictionswould consist of additive deviations from the search
modelswithoutthresholds.Hence, what one
has in Harrisonand Morgan(1990)is simply
a methodof data analysisthat is inappropriate for drawingany conclusions about the
search models that are ostensibly being
tested.
III. Kageland Roth'sCritique
Kagel and Roth (1992) argue that we

attribute "overbidding" (meaning higher
than risk-neutralbidding) entirely, to risk
aversion. They also assert (p. 1379) that
...data

inconsistent with risk-averse bid-

ding are largely ignored in CSW (1988)."
These allegationsare false, because in CSW
(1988) we develop and test a model that
providesan alternativeexplanationof overbidding; it is the utility-of-winningmodel
described in Section II above, which was
directly motivated by anomalies we observed in testing CRRAM. Kagel and Roth
also claim (p. 1380) that "...behavior satis-

fies CSW's theory when no change is required, but does not satisfy it when extensive changes are required... ." This conclusion apparentlyreflects their belief that: (a)
the data they present in their section III are
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inconsistent with our theory; and (b) we
have not conducted tests that require adjustments in behavior to satisfy the theory.
In fact, Kagel and Roth's data analysiscontains severalcrucialerrors;this is explained
below. Furthermore,we have presented results from experimentsthat require adjustments in behavior to satisfy the theory in
five of our publishedpapers;the references
and a partiallistingof the manyexperimental treatmentsare also given below. In the
following subsections, we will respond to
the commentsin sections I-III in the Kagel
and Roth (hereafterKR) paper.
A. KR's Section I

KR begin their Section I with a description of Harrison'smetric calculations and
reassertthe conclusionsthat Harrisonstates
about the experimentsthat he analyzes.We
have alreadyexplainedin Section I why the
metrics cannot be used to test behavioral
hypotheses.Friedman(1992) has explained
why Harrison'smetrics do not provide useful heuristicsto aid in experimentaldesign;
but we are puzzled by KR's acceptance of
Harrison'scritique, as we will now explain.
Harrison'scritiqueis based on his metric
calculationswith medianbids. Our original
tests that lead to rejection of the riskneutral model used market prices, that is,
only the highest bids (Cox, Roberson, and
Smith, 1982). Further evidence that the
highest bids consistentlyexceed those predicted by the risk-neutralmodel is presented in CSW (1988 pp. 69-71). It seems
very strange that KR, at this point in their
argument, accept Harrison's utility-metric
evaluation of median bids, and reject our
message-space evaluation of the highest
bids, when in the balance of this section of
their paper they excoriateus for the claimed
sin of not using high bids.
KR (1992 p. 1381) assert that our
"...investigation of CRRAM is based on
private valuations for which the expected
cost of deviating from equilibriumis the
lowest."This is said to follow from the fact
that "... as much as 25 percent of the pri-

vate valuationsdrawncould be excluded in
the analysis of CRRAM bid functions..."
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plained the correctprocedurefor use of the
data in CSW (1988 table 4) and in Walker
et al. (1987 p. 241; 1990 p. 12, footnote 3,
and tables 1, 2, and 4). That explanation
immediatelyimplies the following:if values
are drawnfrom the uniformdistributionon
[0,u] and the most risk-tolerantindividual
has risk parameter r, then the percentage

of observations excluded from the linear
part of the bid functionfor bidder i is
(13)

v100

N-1+rri

r- r
FIGURE 1. THE CRRAM RISK-NEUTRAL(ri =1)
AND RISK-AVERSE (ri = 0.75) BID FUNCTIONS FOR

=100

N -1 + r

For the case considered by KR (N = 4,
and to imply that " . .. Harrison's critique
applies with special force to the CRRAM
model." These statements simply reflect
KR's misunderstanding of CRRAM, as we
will now explain.
KR support their statements by claiming
that the highest 25 perce'nt of values and
associated bids would be excluded when
values are drawn from [$0.01, $10.00] and
there are four bidders. Our Figure 1 shows
the CRRAM risk-neutral (ri = 1) bid function for the N = 4 bidders case and KR's
correct identification of b* (the highest bid
of a risk-neutral bidder) as $7.50. It also
shows the CRRAM risk-averse bid function
for ri = 0.75. KR assert that the ui between
$7.50 and $10.00 would not be used in estimation of the linear part of the bid functions. In fact, only the vi betwee'n $9.38 and
$10.00 would not be used in estimating the
linear part of the ri = 0.75 bid function.
In general, if the most risk-tolerant bid-

der is risk-neutral,then all values less than

T= $10.00),12.5 percentof the observations
would be excludedif the revealedvalues of
ri were uniformlydistributedon [0, 1]. Of
course, the revealedvalues of ri are not so
distributedand, as a result, fewer observations are excludedfrom the linear part. For
the N = 4 experimentsreported in Walker
et al. (1990 table 2), 5.7 percent of the
observationswere excluded.With the N > 4
experiments(reported in our other papers)
a smaller percentage of the observations
were excludedbecause the risk-neutraland
risk-aversebid functions move closer together as N increases.Furthermore,whenever some of our observations were excluded (as required by the theory) in
estimating linear bid functions, we reestimated them with all of the data as a heuristic check on whether the estimates of the
slope parameters (N - 1)/(N-

1 + ri) and,

hence, of the risk-aversionparameters ri
were affectedin any notableway. Theywere
not so affected. Cox and Ronald Oaxaca

or equal to (N - 1 + ri)TIN would be used

in estimatingthe linearpart of the CRRAM
bid function for the bidder with risk-aversion parameterrid6We have previouslyex-

6Let auctioned-object values be drawn from the
uniform distribution on [0,v] and let r be the coeffi-

cient of constant relative risk aversion for the least
risk-averse (or most risk-preferring) individual in the
population. Then, the CRRAM equilibrium bid function has a linear part, bi = (N - 1)vi /(N - 1 + rl), and
a nonlinear part that does not have a simple closed
form (CSW, 1982). The linear part applies to vi <
(N - 1 + ri)T /(N - 1 + F), and the nonlinear part holds
for larger values.
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(1992) develop and apply a spline-function
technique that uses all of the data in CSW
(1988) to estimate the parametersof both
parts of CRRAM bid functions. The results indicate that CRRAM organizes all
of the data quite well. This findingprovides
yet further evidence of the error in KR's
claim that exclusion of data implies that
Harrison'scritiqueapplieswith specialforce
to CRRAM.
In our nonparametrictest of the disputed
risk-neutralspecial case of CRRAM, we do
not exclude any of the bid data (CSW, 1988
pp. 70-2). Some observationswere excluded
only when we estimated the parametersof
the linear part of CRRAM bid functions.
Furthermore,in most of our pre-1988 papers the analysiswas based solely on auction market prices (i.e., only the highest
bids). Therefore, KR's assertion that our
analysis of bid data uses only bids by the
least-motivatedsubjectsis false.
We now turn our attention to KR's table
1 and their accompanyingdiscussion.They
reportmean proportionateabsolutebid deviations(fromrisk-neutralbids) for the lowest, middle, and highest 20 percent of the
bids. They observethat there appearsto be
an inverserelationshipbetween vi and their
mean-deviationmeasure and conclude that
this provides support for their reformulation of Harrison's critique. However, the
fact that the proportionatebid deviations
are somewhatlower in the highest 20 percent of the values than in the middle 20
percent of the values is consistent with a
concave nonlinear upper segment for the
CRRAM bid function (see Fig. 1). These
observationssupport (rather than violate)
CRRAM,and KR are to be commendedfor
proposing this test. The comparison between the lowest and the middle 20-percent
figuresis inconsistentwith CRRAM and all
other bidding models based on standard
assumptions.This reflects the "throwaway"
bid and utility-of-winningphenomena that
we (CSW, 1988 pp. 77-8) and other experimentalists,have previouslyreported.In fact,
we have not only reportedthe phenomena,
but also have extended bidding theory to
accommodatethem and then tested the ex-
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tended theory (CSW, 1988 pp. 90-6);7 see
Section II, above.
B. KR's Section II

This section again incorrectlyimputes to
us the position that risk aversionis the only
factorin biddingabovethe risk-neutralNash
equilibrium(RNNE) bid function.Now the
evidence that is provided to dispute this
''straw man" is in the form of bidding in
excess of value in dominant-strategyauctions, where risk aversion is not a factor.
This is a phenomenon on which we have
reported extensivelyin CSW (1985a). (We
have reported experimentsboth with and
without a restriction on bidding above
value.) Again, as in first-priceauctions,this
anomalycould be addressedwith a utilityof-winningmodel (or a decision-costmodel
as in Smithand Walker[1992a]).Of particular interest would be the introductionof a
utility of winning in first-, second-, and
third-price auctions with the objective of
getting a stronger test of this hypothesis
thanwe were able to constructfor first-price
auctions alone. (We have proposed this extension to Kagel and Dan Levin for their
interestingworkingpaper [Kageland Levin,
1988].)

71n Smith and Walker (1992a), based on a simple
effort-cost model of decision-making, it is shown that

dVarEj(t)
dvj(t)
where VarEj(t) is the variance of individual j's bid in
auction t relative to the CRRAM risk-averse optimal
bid, b*(t), given by (1) when value is vj(t). Thus,
independently of any income-threshold phenomena,
individual error variance around bj*(t) declines with
higher values for given A. This is because, in the
model, the higher expected utility when values are
higher results in increased opportunity cost of a nonoptimal decision; thus, more decision effort is expended,
and decision error is reduced. Consequently, proportional bid deviations from the RNNE are predicted to
decline with value in KR's table 1 for the linear portion
of the CRRAM bid function. (Joyce Berg and John
Dickhaut [1990] also use an error-incentives model to
account for the preference-reversal phenomenon.)
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Next, KR challenge our interpretationof
biddingabove RNNE when the risk-neutralizing lottery procedure is used to pay subjects. First, it should be noted that this was
a joint test of CRRAM and the lottery
procedure. Second, we carefully screened
subjectsso that they were especiallyconsistent with CRRAM (insignificantintercepts,
high R2) as a means of giving the lottery
procedure its best shot. The results were
quite decisiveand very disappointingfor the
lottery procedure, so we next went with
inexperiencedsubjects.They did better,with
50 percent of the subjectsbiddingin a way
that was not significantly different from
RNNE; this is, more than twice the baseline
number with monetary rewards (Walker
et al., 1990 p. 15). Furthermore,those bidding as if they were risk-aversewere shifted
toward risk-neutrality.This comparesfairly
well with results reported by Thomas A.
Rietz (1991) for inexperienced subjects.
However, when we retested most of the
subjects they did not stay relatively riskneutralized,whereaswith monetaryrewards
80 percent of the subjects remain stable
when retested.8In fact, manybid as if they
are risk-preferring,an extremelyrareoccurrence with monetary rewards. (To our
knowledgeno one else has retested subjects
with the lottery procedure.) These treatment effects from the lotteryprocedurerelative to baseline suggest that the lottery
procedure is in question, not CRRAM,
which yielded more stable comparisonsbetween inexperiencedand experienced subjects.
What accounts for the deviant behavior
inducedby the lotteryprocedure?Since the
lottery procedure adds an additional compoundingof elementarygambles,and since
there is independentevidence that the predictive power of expected utility deteriorates markedlywith highercompoundingof
8Smithand Walker(1992b)varyexperiencethrough
four levels with a relativelylarge sample(154 subjectexperimentsof 25 auctionseach). Second and higher
levels of experienceincreasethe bid levels relativeto
inexperiencedsubjects,but not significantlyby all measures.
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gambles(Colin Camererand Teck-HuaHo,
1990), it is natural to suspect that what is
failing when the lottery procedureis introduced is the compound-lotteryaxiom. KR
argue (p. 1383) instead that "... these data

are inconsistent with the risk-aversionhypothesis ... [because] ... for expected-utility

maximizersthe binarylotterytechniquemust
be capable of controllingrisk preferences."
KR's statements are inconsistent with the
fact that expected-utility theory can be
well-definedand empiricallyvalid on a set
of simplergamblesbut fail empiricallyon a
set of more complex gambles. (KR argue
the untenablecase that if utilitytheory fails
on any part of the domain of gambles, it
necessarilyfails on all.) Literally,what fails
is the conjunctionof CRRAMwith an additional compoundingof payoff uncertainty.
We leave it at that for future experimentation and examination,and for the reader to
contemplate.We regretthat the resultswere
not more favorable to this procedure because, if it did work, it would be without
question an important experimentaltool.9
Roy Radner and Andrew Schotter (1989)
triedthe procedurein conjunctionwith their

9Roth(who has used the procedureextensively)has
never,to our knowledge,tested the procedure;he has
only applied it on the assumptionthat it would riskneutralize subjects (see Roth and Michael W. K.
Malouf[1979]and the referencesin KR to Roth'swork
in bargaining).Roth's introductionof the procedure
(firstproposedby CedricSmith[1961])to experimental
bargainingwas a very innovativecontributionsince it
permittedthe (utility)informationconditionsthat are
believed to underliethe Nash bargainingmodel to be
satisfied.If Roth had conductedthe experimentsboth
with lotterypayoffsand withoutthem (e.g., with direct
monetaryrewards)he could have learnedwhetherthe
lottery treatment made any difference. Since earlier
work had used money, and Roth reportssimilarfindings with the lotteryprocedure,one must supposethat
the procedurehas no treatmenteffects in the context
of bargaining.This is in line with the sealed-bidbargainingresultof Radnerand Schotter(1989).Whenwe
introducedlotteries in first-priceauctions they were
employed under those conditions most favorableto
CRRAM, not under the conditionsfor which we had
reportedthat CRRAMfails (the multiple-unitdiscriminative auctions in CSW [1984];significantlynonzero
bid-functioninterceptsand the use of quadraticand
in CSW[1988]).
square-rootmonetarytransformations
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model of sealed-bid bargainingand found
that it did not yield the predictionsof riskneutral bargainers. Rietz (1991) reports
more favorablecomparativeresultswhen he
first "trains"subjects in second-price auctions using the procedure before exposing
them to first-priceauction rules (but note
that Rietz does not permit bidding above
value, which is a procedure that KR [1992
p. 1382]criticizein our work). Rietz's samples are very small and have not been replicated, but his proceduresshow promiseand
deserve further examination.For example,
Rietz'sprocedureof not allowingbids above
value (Rietz, 1991 p. 33) in both his
first-and second-priceauctions,with monetaryand with lotterypayoffs,may be crucial
to his result (whichis not a criticism).
We have not conductedexercisescomparing bids above RNNE with any of the other
well-known methods for measuring risk
aversion because of the extensive and expensive study of this matter by W. V. Harlow (1988). He comparedthe followingfive
instruments for individual (not pooled)
measuresof risk aversionusing a large sample of subjects:bid deviationsfrom RNNE,
choice between risky gambles, two psychological survey tests, and a measure constructed from a biochemical blood-sample
test. These measures are significantlyand
positivelycorrelated,showingthat CRRAM
"as if risk-averse" subjects are similarly
risk-averseby other measures.Results from
this researchprogramare also reported in
Harlowand Keith Brown(1990a,b).
KR accuse us of a methodologythat exhibits a strongprior belief in CRRAM-so
strongthat they allege that we are not sensitive to contraryevidence. Yet it is precisely
the evidence contraryto CRRAM that led
us to formulatetwo extensionsof CRRAM
and the generalized log-concave model
(CSW, 1988).It is correct,however,for KR
to maintainthat their methodologyand data
analysisstand in sharp contrast with ours.
We welcome the opportunityto continue
their discussionof this contrast,and we will
present our viewpointunder three heads.
1. Data Analysis.-Throughout KR's paper and in almost all the auction work of
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Kagel (the exception is Kagel and Levin
[1985]), data across individualsare pooled;
data sets by individualare not analyzedand
tested so that one can say somethingabout
distributionsof individual decision-making
characteristicsrelativeto the predictionsof
a theory.However,propositionsabout individualbehaviordo not applyto distributions
of individuals unless all individuals are
identical. RNNE theory assumes that all
individualsare identical.Thus, in first-price
auctions, RNNE theory predicts not only
that j will bid bj = (N - 1)vj/N, but that
this is true for all j. Therefore, as in CSW
(1988), we answer two priority questions:
Do subjectsbid as if they are all risk neutral? If not, do they bid differentlyfrom
each other?We answerthese questionswith
nonparametrictests of individualbid deviations from risk-neutralbehaviorand report
data on distributions of these statistics
across individuals(CSW, 1988 pp. 71-4).
These tests do not assumethe special properties of CRRAM,which invitesother more
specific tests. As a result the reader can
determine what proportionof the subjects
deviate from RNNE strategiesand in which
direction(CSW, 1988 table 2) and whether
the individualsin each experimentare bidding as if they use the same strategies or
distinctstrategies(CSW, 1988table 3). Only
after these tests are reporteddo we test the
special propertiesof CRRAM. The remaining anomalies led us to explore theoretical
variationson it.
In contrast with our approach,KR's tables 1-4 present pooled data, from which
one cannot determinewhether(a) most bidders are close to the RNNE strategy,but
aggregatedeviationsare large because of a
few outlying subjects, or (b) most bidders
deviate from RNNE bidding. Indeed, the
pooled data might have been close to the
RNNE, with individuals bidding much
higher than RNNE offsettingthose bidding
much lower. Proper analysis of individual data must allow for the possibilitythat
observed bid deviations from the prediction are of the form di=b(v1,G1)-b*(vj),
where the observedbid of j, b, depends not
only on value vj, but on some individual
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characteristic0.. Consequentlythe distribution of d1 depends upon the distributionof
0. in the sample of bidders and not only on
the distributionof vi.
2. PerceptualErrors.-KR (1992)have no
explanationof why we, they, Harrison,and
others, all observethe well-documenteddeviations of subject bids from the RNNE,
other than to attribute it to "perceptual
errors" (p. 1382) or "bidding errors... of
one sort or another" (p. 1384). These
phrases provide neither a theory nor an
explanation,but rather only names for the
observed phenomenon. How do they propose to model these perceptualerrors?Why
are perceptualerrors alwayspredominately
positive?We haveoffered(CSW,1982,1988)
a class of models that predict deviations
from RNNE in terms of risk aversion(logconcave model and CRRAM) and models
that predict them in terms of a utility of
winning and threshold utilities (CRRAM*
and CRRAM**). As we have documented,
these modificationsaccount for some but
not all of the anomalies.
3. Theory Modification in the Light of Ex-

periment.-In our view, the function of
empiricalresearchis to motivatethe modification of theory in the light of evidence.
Theories typically account for some tests
but fail to account for others. Thus, both
Newton'sand Einstein'stheorieswere "born
refuted"in the sense that falsifyingobservations existed when the theories were originallyconstructed(Irme Lakatos,1980pp. 5,
39). Newton's theory was not immediately
abandonedsimplybecause (as was knownin
1687) it was inconsistentwith the observed
orbit of the moon; it was, instead, replaced
by relativity theory when the latter produced a more progressiveresearchprogram
(Lakatos,1980 Ch. 1). Relativitytheory has
not been abandonedin response to falsifying observationsbecause of the absence to
date of a substitute theory leading to a
more progressiveresearchprogram.
In order to modify economic theory appropriately,one needs to know not only
where the theory fails, but also where the
theory does not fail. In this way one knows
whichpredictiveconsequencesof the theory
need to be preservedand which need to be
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altered.10Ourjudgmentis that private-value
auction theoryis doing well enough relative
to the data that it would be prematureto
replace it without furtherattemptsto modify it in testable ways so as to reduce the
anomalouscases. As explained by Lakatos
(1980 p. 35), "There is no falsificationbefore the emergenceof a better theory."The
choice is necessarily between better and
worse theories, not between some specific
theory and the void. KR want us to reject
auctiontheorybecause-as with all theories
-there are anomalies, but they are not
offeringus a coherentsubstitutetheory.
Our log-concave model (CSW, 1988) is
consistent with a wide range of possible
biddingpatterns.The model allowsbidders
to differ from each other in any way that
can be represented by a finite number of
parameters. Thus, if Oiis the (M - 1)-vector

of agent i's characteristicsthen agent i's
utilityof money income yi can be writtenas
Ui(yj) = U(Yi,Oi). The curvatureof u(yi, Oi)
in yi is restricted only to be log-concave.
Thus, bidders can be risk-averse,risk-neutral,or risk-preferring.
Furthermore,a given
bidder can be risk-aversefor some gambles
and risk-neutralor risk-preferringfor others. If this model has a problem,it is that it
is consistent with too much data; it is so
generalthat it has few testable implications.
However, it provides a general framework
in which equilibrium bid functions are
known to exist for more restrictivemodels
with more testable implications.We have
developed and tested some more restrictive
models, including CRRAM. If KR do not
approveof those models, then the log-concave model provides them with a general
frameworkin which to search for alternative formulations.

1An example of this methodology is illustrated by
Berg and Dickhaut (1990), who use an error-incentive
model to show how decision error in the preferencereversal phenomenon is decreased when incentives
are increased. They show empirically that, as incentiveinduced forgone expected utility increases, error rates
decrease. They also show that this modification of
standard theory better accounts for the data than alternative approaches that depart more fundamentally from
preference theory.
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C. KR's Section III

KR (1992) analyze bid data from the
first-priceauction experimentsreported in
Douglas Dyer, Kagel, and Levin (hereafter
DKL) (1989) and in RaymondC. Battalio,
Carl A. Kogut, and Jack Meyer (hereafter
BKM)(1990). KR (p. 1386) state that "The
primarypoint of Harrison's(1989) paper is
that... bidderswith lower resale values have
sharply reduced financial incentives....." KR

(p. 1386) argue that this "primarypoint" is
illustrated by data from the DKL experiment which shows that some bidders with
relatively low resale values may bid zero,
full resale value, or even more than full
resale value. We do not agree with KR's
assertionof Harrison's"primarypoint."We
do agree that some subjectsbid differently
when they receive resale values from the
low end of the supportof a knowndistribution than when they receive higher resale
values. We documented such behavior in
CSW (1988) under the rubric, "the throwaway bid phenomenon."More importantly,
as explained in Subsection II-B above, we
extendedbiddingtheoryto accomodatethis
type of behavior and then tested the extended theoryin CSW (1988).
The DKL and BKM experiments differ
from Harrison'sexperimentsby using larger
values for v (the highest possible induced
value) while keeping v (the lowest possible
inducedvalue) approximatelythe same (KR,
1992 p. 1384 and table 1). The implication
of this procedure for bidder opportunity
costs can be understoodby substitutingfrom
our equation (3) into (6) and then finding
the expressionfor the difference,
(14)
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Statement(14) has a preferenceinterpretation if we use a difference preference approach, as in Sarin (1982). Note that the
right-handside of (14) is a decreasingfunction of (u - v); that is, increasing (v - v)

decreasesthe opportunitycost of any given
bid deviation, b,*- bl. Thus, KR are mistaken in thinkingthat the DKL and BKM
experiments are responsive to Harrison's
conjectureabout low opportunitycost of bid
deviations(or "flat maxima").In fact, these
experimentshave by far the flattest maxima
of all those being discussed in the present
controversyand are contraryto Harrison's
implicationthat flattermaximaincrease deviationsfrom RNNE.
KR's tables 2 and 3 reportbid deviations
and forgone expected income for median
biddersand high bidders.The first thing to
note about these tables is that the reported
forgone-expected-incomefigures are incorrect. This follows from the fact that these
auctionswere part of "dual-market"experiments in which a subjectsimultaneouslyenters bids in two or more marketsand then
coin flips or other random devices select
one marketfor monetarypayoff.KR explain
why they did not reportthe actualexpectedincome figures in their footnote 12. This
footnote states that tests show "...no sys-

tematic behavioral difference under dualmarket as compared to single-marketprocedures in private-value auctions." That
statementhas an interestingimplicationthat
KR do not mention. All expected-income
and expected-forgone-incomefigures are
decreased substantiallyby introduction of
the random market-selectionprocedure. If
this has no effect on biddingbehavior,then
this provides a direct test which yields results that are inconsistent with Harrison's
conjecture.
Another implicationof the randomselection procedure is that the forgoneexpected-incomefigures reported in KR's
tables 2 and 3 are greatly overstated because they do not reflect the market-selection probabilities.Whateverone may think
about the usefulnessof such calculations,it
is clear that any accurate comparison of
expected-forgone-incomefigures across experiments must be based on the actual
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probabilitiesthat the monetarypayoffswill
be received.BKM(1990 p. 99) reportedthat
the probabilitythat one of their n = 5 dual
markets would be selected for monetary
payoff was 0.25. KR (1992 footnote 12)
state thatthe dual-marketapproachwasused
in experimentA&M1, that it was not used
in A&M2, and that it was used in some
periods of A&M3. Therefore, the median
forgone-expected-income figures in the
fourth(A&M1)rows of KR's tables 2 and 3
should be multipliedby 0.25; the figures in
the fifth (A&M2) rows should not be
changed;and the figuresin the last (A&M3)
rows should be adjusted by an unknown
proportion.DKL (1989 p. 270) reportedthat
in their experimentsthe high bidder would
earn profits under only one of two bidding
procedures,to be determinedby a coin flip,
after which one of two markets would be
selected for monetary payoff by a second
coin flip. Thus, the probabilitythat any subject's decision would have monetarypayoff
implicationsin a DKM experimentwas 0.25.
This implies that the median forgoneexpected-incomenumbersin the first three
rows of KR's tables 2 and 3 must be multiplied by 0.25to get the actualfigures.Making
these correctionsyields the followingfigures
in place of the ones reportedin the firstfive
rows of the median-forgone-incomecolumn
of KR'stable2: 0.076,0.036,0.059,0.071,and
0.045. These median expected-forgoneincome figuresare about the same as those
reportedby Harrison(1989 table 3) for his
experiments;they are about33 percentof the
corresponding figures for the N = 4, A = 3

experimentsof CSW (1983a,b, 1984, 1985b,
1988);and they are about 5 percent of the
corresponding figures for the N = 4, A = 20

experimentsof Smithand Walker(1992a,b).
Thus, the experimentsused by KR have median expected forgone incomes that are
amongthe lowestof all those beingdiscussed
in the presentcontroversy.
KR claim that the numbers reported
in their table 4 are inconsistent with
CRRAM. In fact, there is nothing in their
paper that supports that conclusion. The
reason for this is that KR use an incorrect
procedure in analyzing their data. Their
analysis is based entirely on the use of a
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linear bid function (KR, 1992 footnote 15).
However,their data includeuneditedobservationsfrom the upper part of the bid function. More importantly,their conclusions
are about expectedprofits,correspondingto
observed average profits, but KR have not
carried out an expected-profitcalculation.
The simple formulathat they use to analyze
their data (see their footnote 15) has no
valid implicationfor this question. Correct
expected-profitcalculations for these bid
functionsinvolvethe use of order statistics,
as explained in Cox, Roberson, and Smith
(1982pp. 12-13) and CSW(1985pp. 184-8).
KR (1992 p. 1388) concede that the tests
they report in their table 4 "... are a bit

informal..." and then continue by stating
that "... more formal tests... yield the same

result (Kagel and Levin, 1985)."Note that
the "informal"tests in KR's table 4 are
concernedwith the effects of varyingN, the
numberof bidders,on the ratio of observed
to risk-neutraltheoreticalprofits;but all of
the experimentsreportedin Kageland Levin
(1985) are for N = 6. Thus, it is impossible
for this claim about "more formal tests" to
be true.
KR (1992 p. 1387) claim that "evidence"
is provided in Kagel and Levin (hereafter
KL) (1985) and Kagel, Ronald M. Harstad,
and Levin (hereafterKHL)(1987) that subjects act as if they are relativelymore riskaverse when there are higher profits to be
earned as a consequence of increasing VH
(or, in our notation, v), the upper bound of
the support from which the values of auctioned objectsare drawn.We have not been
able to find the "evidence"relating profits
to relativerisk aversionwhich they assert is
in KL (1985) and KHL (1987).The only test
results relatingprofits to relative risk aversion that we can find in KHL (1987) are
those in their table VI. That table reports
on tests that use data on the mean of
the uniform distributionof values ("public
information")to test the special case of
CRRAM in which all bidders are assumed
to have the same risk-aversionparameter.
Theyreferto this specialcase as the "CRRA
model" and state the following(KHL, 1987
pp. 1293-4): "Comparingthe predictedimpact on revenue in Table VI with the risk-
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neutral predictionsin Table IV shows that
the revenue-enhancingeffects of public informationare sharplycurtailedon the basis
of the degree of risk aversionobserved. In
fact there is a slight difference, averaged
across all auction periods, between the average predictedrevenueincreaseof 15 cents
per auction period under the CRRA bidding model and the observedincrease of 22
cents per auction."This conclusionin KHL
(1987) seems to be inconsistentwith KR's
assertions. We cannot find any other test
results on relative risk aversion in KHL
(1987).
KL (1985) do presentother test resultson
CRRAM. KL use data from the "publicinformation"periodsof five out of the seven
first-priceauction experimentsreported in
KHL(1987). In all of these experiments,the
number of bidders, N, equals six. The experimental treatments within the publicinformationperiodsare randomvariationin
vo, the mean of the value distribution,and
time-trended variation in E, which is half

the range of the supportof the value distribution.Thus, the support[v, v] for the uniform distributionof values can be writtenas
[vo - ,, vo + e], and the linear part of the

CRRAMbid functionin equation(1) above
can be rewrittenas
N-1

(15)

bj=vo-E+

N-1+ r (vj -vo

+ E).

KL (1985)use ordinaryleast squaresto estimate
(16)

bj= ao +

alvj

+ a2vo + a3E

and then test the parameterrestrictionsimplied by (15): a0 = O, a2 + a3 = O, a3 + 1a1= 0. They report F-test results with a

high percentage of the estimated parameters not satisfying the parameter restrictions.
There are two flawsin this KL (1985) test
of CRRAM:(a) an incorrectapplicationof
bidding theory; and (b) a time-trended
treatmentvariable in the experiments.We
will explainboth of these flaws.
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KL (1985)use three differentassumptions
about the relative risk-aversionparameter
of the least risk-aversebidderin the population, i. An assumed value of r and the
highest possible value, v0 + E, imply the

amount of the highest bid that the (assumed) least risk-averse bidder will ever
make, b*. KL then truncatetheir sampleby
deleting all observationssuch that v > b*.
Thus, KL (1985) make the same mistake in
testing CRRAM that KR (1992) do in discussing it. See SubsectionIII-A, above, for
an explanationof why this is an incorrect
use of the data.
The time-trended treatment variable in
the experimentsanalyzedin KL (1985) and
KHL (1987) creates serious problems for
interpreting the data from these experiments. In some experiments, the subjects
learn from experience and adjust their behavior as the experimentis in progress. If
different treatments are introduced during
the experiments,their effects can be confounded with learning and sequencing effects. Experimentalistshave devisedvarious
ways to deal with this potential problem,
including the use of ABA designs (to see
whether the subjects "returnto baseline"),
and invertingor randomizingtreatmentorders. None of these controls or checks for
learning and sequencing effects were used
in the experimentsreported in KL (1985)
and KHL(1987).This is a problem,because
their key treatmentvariable2E, the rangeof
the value distribution,is time-trended. In
two out of their seven first-price auction
experiments, E weakly monotonically increases from 6 to 24 throughoutthe experiments. In the other five experiments, E
weaklymonotonicallyincreasesfrom 6 to 24
during the first 22 or 23 periods and then
drops to 12 in the last two periods. There
are only two observationsfor each subject
for the final E = 12 treatmentlevel; hence it
is not possible to test whether the subjects
returnedto baseline (bid the same as in the
earlier E = 12 periods).This means that the
effects of the E treatment are confounded
with any learningand sequencingeffects in
these experiments. This produces serious
interpretationproblems.For example,when
Cox and Oaxaca (1992) used the simple
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check of introducinga time-trendvariable
(periodnumber)into a KL (1985)regression
equation, large numbers of subjects were
transferred from the apparent CRRAMinconsistentcategory to the CRRAM-consistentcategory.1"
KR end their section III by assertingthat
the results of our (earlier) multiplicativepayoffexperimentsare not inconsistentwith
Harrison's(later) conjectureabout low forgone payoffs. The support they offer consists of (a) a claim that Harrison'scritique
postulates unspecified "uncontrolled factors" that we did not vary (KR, 1992
p. 1388) and (b) a story about a 300-pound
gorilla who plays golf (KR, 1992 footnote
16). First, Harrison (1989 pp. 751-4) did
not put forth vague argumentsabout unspecified"uncontrolledfactors";instead,his
critique is clearly about some specific measures of forgone payoffsin experiments.In
addition,the readercan easily see from our
equation(10) above that our multiplicativepayoff experiments varied all increasing
measures of forgone payoffs.Second, KR's
interpretation of the gorilla story is not
helpful for understandingscientificmethod.
If one were to apply that interpretationin
physicshe would conclude that the famous
Michaelson-Morleyexperimentis of little or
no value in discriminatingbetween ether
theory and relativitytheorybecause the latter predicts no change in the experiment
and none was observed.12

11Cox and Oaxaca (1992) explain that KL's experimental design for testing CRRAM is an unusual type
of "boundary experiment" (Smith, 1982 p. 942). Ordinarily, in testing an equilibrium theory, experimentalists hold constant the demand, supply, or bid functions
for several periods in order to give the subjects time to
"find" the equilibrium. In contrast, KL shift the bid
function (in bid-value space) every period through
their random variation of v0 and time-trended variation of e. This procedure maximizes the chances of
observing disequilibrium "hysteresis effects" (Douglas
Davis et al., 1991) in the experiments. KL's test then
requires that the subjects respond such that the estimated parameters for v0 and - E are not significantly
different from each other.
12KR's gorilla story does not contain the salient
characteristics of a bidding experiment. To see this,
consider the following alternative. A gorilla will play T
holes of golf. The fairway on which she plays each hole
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We want to end by makingsure that any
readerswho are unfamiliarwith our papers
are not misled by the last three paragraphs
in KR's (1992) section III and the fourth
paragraphin their section IV. All of that
discussionis based on KR's (p. 1389) assertion that their informal tests of CRRAM,
based on varying N and T (or VH), are
"more demanding"than our tests based on
multiplicativepayoffs because the former
"requires substantiallygreater adjustments
in behaviorto remainfaithfulto CRRAM."
KR claim that the alleged difference between their "more demanding"tests and
our tests reflects "an important methodological difference" (p. 1389). We are
pleased that KR approveof tests based on
varyingN and u, since that was a principal
focus of the first paper in our research
programon auctions (Cox, Roberson, and
Smith, 1982). That paper reports experiments in which N = 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9, and

T = $4.90, $8.10, $12.10, $16.90, and $36.10.
Furthermore,data from those (N,U) treatments, or other experimental treatments
that require adjustmentsin behaviorto remain faithful to CRRAM, are used in tests
reportedin CSW(1984, 1985b,1988)and in
Walkeret al. (1990).
IV. Concluding Remarks

Harrison's(1989)metricapproachto testing behavioral hypotheses involves an assumptionof uniquecardinalutility.Without
unique cardinal utility, claims that meais randomlydrawn,with replacement,from a population of fairwaysof differentlengths.The expectedmonetary payoffto the gorillais an increasingfunctionof
her accuracyin gettingthe ball close to the pin. There
is a water trap in front of each green. If the ball lands
in the water trap, the gorilla receives zero monetary
payoffon that hole. The gorillais observedconsistently
to adjust the length of her drive to varyingfairway
length.In addition,the gorillaconsistentlyhits the ball
farther than the distances that would maximizeher
expectedmonetarypayoff.One modelpredictsthat the
gorillawill continueto use the sameconsistentstrategy
(of adapting her drive to varyingfairwaylength) if
monetarypayoffsare tripled. Alternativemodels and
conjectures predict that the gorilla's strategy will
change. Monetarypayoffs are tripled, and it is observedthat the gorilla'sstrategydoes not change.
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sured utilitydifferencesare "too small"are
arbitraryassertions. This is an empirical
question, and Harrison has offered no experiments showing that increases in such
differences cause decisions to move closer
to RNNE predictions.Harrison'sclaim that
experimental economists can induce subjects' utilityfunctionsin a way that supports
valid statements based on a metric of forgone utilityis wrong,and his metricsdo not
provide useful heuristics to aid in experimental design because they do not measure
forgone payoffsin informativeways.
Both the Harrisoncritiqueand the Kagel
and Roth (1992) comment create the impressionthat our researchhas not examined
motivationalquestions.In fact, a majorpart
of our research duringthe past decade has
been directed to such questions. Here, we
have described two of the approacheswe
experihave used. Our multiplicative-payoff
ments specificallyaddressed the "flat-maximum" property discussed by Harrison.
These experimentswere reportedin several
of our articles,beginningin 1983. The empirical results are clearly inconsistentwith
Harrison's conjecture about risk-neutral
bidding and flat maxima.Our formulation
and testing of "income-threshold" and
"utility-of-winning"(nonstandard) models
of bidding behavior provide an internally
consistent approach to studying motivational questions.This contrastswith the internallyinconsistentapproachthat has been
used by Harrison.
Kagel and Roth insist that inconsistencies
with theoreticalpredictionsthat result from
introductionof the compoundlotteries implied by the use of the binarylottery payoff
technique must be interpretedas inconsistencies with "the risk-aversionhypothesis"
rather than the compound-lotteryaxiom.
What about the well-knownpredictivefailures of expected-utilitytheory in Allaisparadox, preference-reversal, and compound-lotteryexperiments(see e.g., Grether
and Plott, 1979; Daniel Kahneman and
Amos Tversky,1979; Soo Hong Chew and
William Waller, 1986; Cox and Seth Epstein, 1989; Camererand Ho, 1990)? Must
they all be interpreted as inconsistencies
with "the risk-aversionhypothesis"by KR's
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reasoning? The fact is that some specific
axiom (e.g., the compound-lotteryaxiom)
can be of crucialimportancein one context
(e.g., lottery-payoffexperiments)but of little
importance in accurately predicting outcomes in anothercontext.Kagel and Roth's
assertiondoes not justifytheir ignoringthe
resultsfrom empiricaltests of the reliability
of the lotterypayoffprocedure.
Kagel and Roth (p. 1389) state that
"... the superior fit of the CRRAM model

in first-priceauctionsresults from its larger
numberof free parametersthan the RNNE
or homogeneous risk-aversionalternatives
and thus does not directly test the core
hypotheses of risk aversion and equilibrium bidding."It is obviousthat if the data
are inconsistent with the RNNE or
homogeneous-bidders risk-averse models
then a more general model (perhaps one
with "more free parameters")should be
developed and tested. We did this when we
introduced CRRAM and the log-concave
model into the literature.After introducing
the new models, we reported results from
multiplicative-payoffexperiments in which
CRRAM predicts no change in behavior
and all non-log-linearequilibriumbidding
models predict that behavior will change.
We also reported several experiments, in
five of our papers, in which CRRAM predicts that behaviorwill change in response
to the experimental treatments (Cox,
Roberson, and Smith, 1982; CSW, 1984,
1985b, 1988; Walker et al., 1990). All of
these tests are clearly direct tests of core
hypotheses.
Kagel and Roth (p. 1389) conclude that
".. . .data

from these same [DKL and BKM]

experimentsshow that subjectsact as if they
are relativelymore risk-aversewhen there
are higher expected profits to be earned,
which directlyviolates predictionsbased on
the assumption of constant relative risk
aversion underlying CRRAM." We have
shown that Kagel and Roth's conclusion is
wrong.First, correctingthe figuresreported
in Kagel and Roth's tables 2 and 3 reveals
that their data come from experimentswith
lower, not higher, expected profits
than other experimentsinvolvedin the present controversy.Second, Kagel and Roth's
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within-experimentcalculations reported in
their table 4 and footnote 15 are based on a
simple formulathat cannot supportconclusions about expected profits in bidding experiments;correct analysisof data to draw
conclusionsabout theoreticalpredictionsof
expected profits from bidding requires the
use of order statistics,as explained in Cox,
Roberson, and Smith (1982 pp. 12-13) and
CSW (1985 pp. 184-8). Third, Kagel and
Roth's conclusion is contradicted by the
valid test results in Smith and Walker
(1992b), in which a 20-fold increase in expected payoffs (and expected forgone payoffs) does not cause a significantincreasein
revealedsubjectrisk aversion.
Kagel and Roth maintain that their
methodology and data analysis stand in
sharp contrast with ours. This is correct,
and we continuetheir discussionof the contrast.They analyzeonly data that are pooled
across individuals;hence, they cannot learn
anything about individual decision-making
characteristicsrelative to the predictions
of theory. In contrast, we conduct both
nonparametric and parametric tests on
individual-subjectdata. They attributedeviations of pooled bids from RNNE to undefined "perceptual errors" (KR, 1992 p.
1382) or "bidding errors ... of one sort or

another" (p. 1384). In contrast, we have
developed and tested models that predict
deviations from RNNE in terms of risk
aversion, utility (of the event) of winning,
utility thresholdsand decision costs. Kagel
and Roth want us to reject auction theory
because, as with all theories, there are
anomalies.In contrast,we maintain,as does
Lakatos(1980), that there is no falsification
by negativeevidence until we or others provide substitutetheorieswithin a progressive
researchprogram.
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